ON ECONOMETRIC MODELS OF THE U.S. ECONOMY
by Carl F. Christ

INthis paper I propose to discuss econometric models of the
Tinbergen type2, as applied to the U.S. economy. Econometric
models of the Leontief type also furnish food for thought, but
for those mental meals I must refer the reader elsewhere3.
Section I1 summarizes the character of Tinbergen-type
models. Section 111 discusses some of their dynamic properties.
Section IV describes some general test procedures that can be
applied to econometric models. Section V contains most of the
meat of the paper; it presents a comparative survey of nine
Tinbergen-type models of the U.S. economy that have appeared
in the last seventeen years, including some evidence concerning
the abiity of four of them to explain or forecast post-sampleperiod data. Section VI is a list of references.
11. TINBERGEN-TYPE ECONOMETKIC MODELS

Aggregate econometric models fall quite naturally into two
types, which I call the Tinbergen type and the Leontief type,
though of course it is possible to combine the two types into one
model, or no doubt to devise models that are different from both.
The essential character of the Tinbergen-type models may be
summarized thus.* There is a system of N equations. Some of
'This paper was written during my tenure of a Fnlhright Grant for work in
Cambridge, England, during 1954-55. 1 wish to express my appreciation to
Professor J. R. N. Stone of the Department of Applied Economics for fruitful
discussions of my work and for making availableclerical and computing services.
See the pioneering and worthwhile study, Tinbergen (1939). References will
be given in this form see the list in Section VI.
3Besides the two bimilarly-titled Leontief volumes (1951 and 1953), good
sources are Evans and Hoffenherg (1952), Netherlands Economic Institute (1953),
and Conference on Research in Income and Wealth (1955). The latter two are
collections of papers on input-output analysis, the last one being devoted to
appraisals by several writers. See also the excellent recent report by Stone,
Conceptual Problems in Inpur-Output Work (mimeographed, May 1955). This
memorandum was prepared for the 0.E.E.C and discussed by a Working Group
on Statistics of Capital Formation, Input-Output Tables and Savings convened
by fhe Statistical Commission and Economic Commission for Europe of the
Un~tedNations at Geneva in June 1955.
V e e Koopmans and Hood (1953), pp. 117-26.
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them are exact defii~itions derived from considerations of
national accounting, such as C+I=Y etc. The others are
stochastic equations, of several possible types. Some stochastic
equations are meant to describe the behaviour of some important
group in the economy, such as consumers or investors in real
capital. Some are meant to describe the operation of technological or institutional restraints, and some are meant to describe
the kind of adjustment process that takes place in particular
markets (for labour or money or goods, etc.) when there is
excess demand or supply. All such equations, definitional or
stochastic, are called structural equations, for each is supposed
to describe the working of some more or less well-defined part
of the structure of the economy.
In addition to variables the equations contain unknown
parameters, which are supposed'to be constant over a certain
period or population. There are typically more than N variables
in the system, i.e. more variables than equations. N of these
variables are classified as endogenous, and the remainder are
classified as predetermined. If the values of the parameters and
the predetermined variables are given to the system, then it
becomes a system of N equations with known coefficients and
with N unknowns - the N endogenous variables - so it can be
said to determine the values of the N endogenous variables,
given the values of the parameters and predetermined variables.
Strictly speaking, the endogenous variables are not exactly
determined by the system because of the stochastic character of
the nondefinitional structural equations; only their expected
values are so determined.
The essential nature of the predetermined variables, as their
name suggests, is that their values are already determined by the
time the system sets to work to determine the values of the
endogenous variables. The predetermined variables fall into
two groups. The first contains those supposed to be determined
completely outside the system; they are called exogenous
variables. The classic example (which hardly anyone ever uses in
a model) is the weather; other possible examples are government
policy variables, world market prices or demands, etc. The
second group contains variables whose values have been determined by the past working of the system, i.e. lagged endogenous
variables. Examples are last period's income, peak previous
consumption, etc.
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It is the lagged endogenous variables that give such a system
its dynamic character, i.e. its ability to generate changing values
of the endogenous variables even when the parameters and
exogenous variables and stochastic disturbances are held fixed.
For brevity I shall refer to the three last-mentioned groups of
factors as the autonomous factors, to distinguish them as a whole
from the endogenous variables. Dynamic systems can be devised
that will generate cycles and/or long-term growth, even without
any changes in the autonomous factors.
The unknown parameters of the structural equations of a
model of the Tinbergen type are estimated by fitting them to
data giving the values of the endogenous and predetermined
variables in several different time-periods. If the equations were
exactly correct and the data contained no errors, the fit would
be perfect and the values of the parameters could be discovered
exactly.' However, the equations are only approximately correct
at best, and there are also some errors in the data, so that the fit
is almost never exact. There are several fitting techniques
available for making estimates in this situation. The two that
have been most used in Tinbergen-type models are the least
squares and the limited information methods2

111. DYNAMIC PROPERTIES

There is an extensive literature on dynamic theories of
economic fluctuations and growth, associated with the names of
Frisch, Kahn, Keynes, Kalecki, Harrod, Samuelson, Kaldor,
Domar, Goodwin, Hicks, and others. This field is closely
related to econometric models. One reason is that dynamic
economic theories have profoundly influenced the character of
the econometric models that have been constructed to try to
explain and forecast economic variables. Another reason is that
econometric models can provide a medium for discovering how
well a particular dynamic theory corresponds to the real world.
Because of this close relation between econometric models
and dynamic theories of fluctuations and growth, it may be
'Except for any parameters that are not identified. For a good exposition of
this problem see Koopmans (1949)
'See, for example, Koopmans and Hood (1953). Another method has been
developed by A. Theil which has most of the advantages of thelimited information
method and is much easier to use. See Theil's forthcoming book.
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useful to digress a bit concerning these dynamic theories. There
are several devices that can be used to impart a dynamic
character to a theory or model.
One device, already mentioned in Section 11, is the use of
lagged values of some of the endogenous variables, so that
events of the current period are intluenced by events of the
preceding period(s), and events of the next period will be
influenced by events of the current period (and possibly preceding periods too), and so on into the future. Typicdy the
symbol xt is used for the value of x in period t or at time t, and
xt.,, xt.,, etc. accordingly denote the values of x lagged one
period, two periods, etc.
Another device, which is strictly equivalent to the use of lags,
is the use of differences between current and lagged variables,
denoted by
Axt=xt-xt-I
or differences between these differences,
A%~=A(AX~)=AX~-AX~.~
=xt-2xt.,+xt.,
Axi is called the first difference of x, A2xtthe second difference
of x, etc. The equivalence of lags and differences is easy to see
from the above definitions. For A x can be expressed in terms of
xt., via the iirst equation, or vice versa, and A2xtcanbeexpressed
in terms of xt., and xt., via the second equation. A similar equation can be derived expressing xt., in terms of Axt and A2xt,
and so forth for higher order lags and differences.
Another device is the use of instantaneous rates of change,
i.e. derivatives with respect to time, such as dx/dt, or rates of
change of rates of change, such as the second derivative d2x/dtZ,
etc. Differences and derivatives are two alternative ways of
expressing the fact or hypothesis that one variable's value
depends inter alia on the rate of change of itself or some other
variable. The difference Ax~measuresthe average rate of change
of the variable x during the interval between periods t-1 and t.
The derivative dx/dt measures the instantaneous rate of change
of x at any particular moment t. Using differences (or lags) gives
rise to mathematical difference equations; using derivatives
gives rise to differential equations.' Either type of equation can
'If one uses both differences (or lags) and derivatives, the result is mixed
difference-differential equations.
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generate fluctuations and growth, the former in terms of small
jumps made once per period, the latter in terms of smooth,
continuous changes. Which to use is a matter of choice. Econometric models to date have used differences almost exclusively,
and I shall do the same.1
Another device is the use of cumulated variables, such as
capital stock as the cumulation of net investment in the past,
etc. Such cumulated variables can easily be combined in the
same model with either differences or derivatives.
Suppose that the N structural equations of a model are solved
for the N endogenous variables in terms of the autonomous
factors and predetermined variables.= The result is called the
reducedform, and each of its equations may be used to forecast
one endogenous variable when the values of its parameters3 and
the predetermined variables are known. But the reduced form is
not suitable for analysing the time-path of endogenous variables
generated by the model, for it typically expresses each eudogenous variable as a function of exogenous variables and the
lagged values of several endogenous variables. To analyse the
time-path of an endogenous variable, one wants an equation
expressing that variable in terms of lagged values of itself (but
not of other endogenous variables) and exogenous variables.
Such equations are calledJinal equations,, and in principle they
may always be obtained from the reduced form by algebra., A
final equation is a difference equation in one endogenous
variable, with coefficients depending on the parameters and
exogenous variables of the model. Such a difference equation
itself has a solution, with the following property: if enough
consecutive values of the endogenous variable in question are
known, say x,, x,, x,;O and if from that point onwards the
parameters of the model and the exogenous variables are held
fixed at known values, then the endogenous variable x will trace
out a determinate time-path of values x,, x,, x,, etc. forever,
'The advantages of difference equations are that observations of economic
Rows are usually available for calendar periods, and that they are more familiar to
most economists. The main advantage of differential equations, and an important
one, is that an extensive body of mathematical results concerning them is
available and ready to he applied.
Defined above in Section 11.
a The reduced form parameten are functions of the parameters of the structural
equations.
The term is due to Tinbergen (1939), p. 130.
But see p. 10, note 4.
e'Enough' means as many as there are lags in the equation
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and the solution of the final differenceequation gives the value
of x at every future time as a function of t. The lags in the
reduced form are the same as those in the structural equations,
but there are typically more and longer lags in the final equation
than in the structure or reduced form because the number of
variables in a difference equation cannot be decreased in general
without increasing the number and length of lags?
To summarise the descriptions of the structural equations,
reduced form, h a 1 equations, and the latter's solutions: (1) The
structural equations describe the interrelations of all the endogenous variables, conditioned by parameters and predetermined
variables; each structural equation may contain several
endogenous variables and describes a more or less well-defined
part of the structure of economy. (2) Each reduced form equation gives one endogenous variable as a function of predetermined variables, including lagged values of the other endogenous variables if they appear in the model. (3) Each final equation
gives one endogenous variable as a function of its own lagged
values and of exogenous variables, so that if the exogenous
variables and enough initial values of that endogenous variable
are given, the final equation can determine the next value of the
endogenous variable, then the next, and so on. (4) The solution
of a final equation gives the future values of the relevant
endogenous variable directly, as a function of time.
An example is provided by a familiar simple linear multiplieraccelerator model? where c=induced consumption, i=induced
investment, g=autonomous expenditure (by consumers, investors, and government), and y=iucome. Let the structural
equations (denoted by the letter S at the right) be
(1)
yt=ct+it+gt
(9
CteaYt.1
(2)
(S, RF)
(3)
it= B A Y ~ - ~ = B ( Y ~ . ~ - - Y ~ - ~ ) (S, RF)
Here current consumption depends on lagged income and current investment depends on the lagged change in income. The
reduced form is obtained by solving for y,, ct, and it in terms of
the predetermined variables y,,, y,.,, and g,. In this simple case
The general rule is that cxccpt in rare cases a system of N equations uith lags
up to L periods can be transformed by itlgcbra to an equivalent system consisting
of just one equ:~tionwith lags up to at most LN periods. See Samuelson (1947),
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See for example Samuelson (1939), Hicks (1950).
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equations (2) and (3) are already in the reduced form, for each
contains only one unlagged endogenous variable. Hence the
reduced form (denoted by the letters RF at the right) consists
of (2), (3), and the following equation for yt obtained by
substituting (2) and (3) in (I) :
(4)
yt=(a+P)~t-~-Pyt.~+gt
(RF, FE)
In this simple case equation (4) is already a final equation as well
as a reduced form equation, for it contains no lagged values of
endogenous variables other than y itself. Hence the final
equations (denoted by the letters FE at the right) consist of (4)
and the following two equations for ct and it, obtained by
repeated substitution from the reduced form:

(5)
ct=(a+P)ct.~-Pct-~+ agt.,
(FE)
(6)
it=( a+P)it-l-Bit-z+B(gt.l-gt-J
(FE)
The final equations are all second-order difference equations.
They have exactly the same form except for the effect of the
exogenous variable g; this is always true of a model whose
equations are linear, no matter how many lags or exogenous
variables it has. The solution of the final equation (4) for yt,
assuming the parameters and exogenous variable to be held
fixed at the values a, 8, and go respectively, is the following
function of time, where Kl and K, are two arbitrary constants
that depend on the arbitrary initial values taken by y at the
initial periods t=O and t=l:

This may be simplified by renaming the expressions in parentheses A, and A, respectively, thus:

Note that the expression g,/(l-a) is the static equilibrium
income level for the system (1)-(3), i.e. the value of y which, if
attained for two successive periods, will be maintained in-
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definitely.' The remainder of the solution, i.e. the sum of the
two exponential functions o f t , is the deviation of yt from its
static equilibrium value. The solutions of (5) and (6) for ct and it
are similar, but with different arbitrary constants and different
equilibrium values.
In general a linear difference-equation model gives rise to
final equations of the form
xt+a, x:.~+ . . . + a ~ <
xt.~=b
(9)
where the a's and b depend on autonomous factors. If these
autonomous factors are held constant and K initial values of
x are given, the the solution of (9) is typically of the following
form where Z is the static equilibrium value of x corresponding
to the given autonomous factors; A,. . ., AK are arbitrary
constants depending on the initial values of x; and A, . . ., XK a
the roots of the characteristic equation of (9).=
xt= +xA1 +A:
. . . +Ax XK'
(10)
The first few values of xt after the initially given ones are greatly
influenced by the A's, and hence by those initial values of x.
After several periods have passed, the exponents in (10) increase
in size so that the X's with the smaller absolute values begin to
fade away in relative importance, and eventually the largest
characteristic root (in absolute value) dominates the others
completely and determines the behaviour of x.
If this largest root is greater than 1 in absolute value, x
This can be seen either by dropping all subscripts in (1)-(3) and solving the
resulting static system for y, obtaining y=g/(l-a); or by substituting g./(l-a) for
yt., and y,., in (4) and obtaining yt=g,/(l-&).
"he characteristic equation of (9) is hr+a,hx-If ... + a ~ . ~ x + a r = Oand
A,,:. .!Ax are,its roots. Epuation (7) was derived in thls way, as the reader may
ver~fyif he w~shes.Equat~on(10) must be modified somewhat if two or more of
these roots are identical, but in practice this is highly unlikely. See Baumol
(1951), pp. 177-81. The discussion in thetext above concerns the behavionr of
a linear system with fixed and constant values of parameters and exogenous
variables. Such a system has a stntic equilibrium posiriorr which if attained for a
minimum number of periods will be maintained, in the absence of disturbances.
The discussion still applies, with suitable smallmodifications, to a line= system in
which some of the parameters and exogenous variables are fixed and constant but
some are constrained to vary in a regular and preassigned manner, such as by
incrensing arithmetically or geometrically at a given rate. Such a system has a
dynamic equilibrium parfi which if followed for a minimum number of per~ods
will be followed indefinitely, in theabsence of disturbances. The formal analysis
of the two systems is similar: indeed equation (10) above provides the solution
of the dynamic case if % is interpreted as the moving equilibrium value of x in
period t instead of as the static equilibrium value. For an illuminating account
of these matters, see Hicks (19501, pp. 83-86 and the material leading up to
there.
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eventually 'explodes', i.e. increases exponentially, and the system
is unstable. Such a model need not be unrealistic, however, even
over long intervals of time: if the largest root were equal to
about 1.02 or 1.03, with annual periods, this would correspond
to a steady growth of income at the rate of about 2 to 3 per cent
a year. Thus an unstable system is not out of the question
provided its rate of 'explosion' or growth is reasonable. If the
largest root is less than 1 in absolute value, x eventually returns
exponentially toward its equilibrium, and the system is stable.
If the largest root is real and positive, the eventual motion of
x is monotonic. If the largest root is real and negative, the
eventual motion of x is oscillatory, positive in even-numbered
periods and negative in odd. And
-if the largest root is complex,
of the form p+iq where i=d-1, then it will have a 'twin' of
the form p-iq, and the eventual motion of x will be cyclical.
The monotonic or oscillatory or cyclical movement will be
explosive or damped as indicated in the foregoing paragraph.
A great deal of interest has attached to these conditions
concerning the largest characteristic root, for the presence or
absence of stability and cycles are important questions. But as
we have seen, these conditions apply only to the later part of the
time-path, after a few periods have passed so that the influence
of the initial conditions and the smaller characteristic roots has
begun to die away. In practice we never get to the later part of
such a time-path, for some of the exogenous variables change
after a year or two and we then find ourselves at the beginning
of a new time-path with new initial va1ues.l Hence these conditions about the largest root are not practically very useful. It is
more useful to analyse the early part of the time-path the first
two or three periods after the beginning. To take a homely
example, it is probably more useful to know the effects over each
of the first three years after government expenditure has been
set at a new level than to know the conventional multiplier,
which gives the effect after an infinite or at any rate a large
number of years, because further changes in government expenditure or other exogenous variables can be expected to set
the economy on a new time-path after a year or two.
Even if we did experience long periods with unchanged
C A R L F. CHRIST

'Recall that the parameters of the final difference equations (9) or (4)-(6)
depend upon the structural parameten and upon rite valr,es of rlze exogenous
variables: thus changing any of the exogenous variables changes the final
equations, and this is why it changes the time-path.
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exogenous variables so that the largest characteristic root had a
chance to assert itself over the others, it would still be important
to analyse the early part of the time-path, the part before the
largest root comes to dominate the others, because it is at least
as interesting to know how a system would behave in the
immediate future as in the more distant future. For example, if
a certain policy, applied now and continued, would eventually
lead to a steady growth at 3 per cent a year, it still may not be a
very attractive policy if its effects over the first five years are
undesirable even though temporary.
So far in this paper the formal discussion of final equations
and the behaviour of their solutions has been in terms of linear
systems of structural equations. Nonlinear systems are at least
as important, however, and indeed all of the larger models of
the Tinbergen type contain nonlinearities. The theory of nonlinear difference equations is much less fully worked out than
that of linear ones,= and hence for nonlinear models the final
equations and their solutions are much more difficult to work
out. It is interesting to note that while a linear difference
equation must have at least two lags in order to generate cycle^,^
a suitable nonlinear equation with one lag can generate cycle^.^
The chief advantage of nonlinear equations for econometrics
is that they offer a wider range of choice to the economist trying
to construct a realistic model. The chief disadvantage of course
is that they are harder to analyse mathematically, to such an
extent that for nonlinear models the reduced fonns and final
equations and their solutions are almost never explicitly worked
out.4 This is not in fact as bad as it may seem, for the later part
of a time-path is not of much practical interest, as I have argued
above, while fortunately the earlier and more interesting part
can usually be calculated from the structural equations by
And also less fully than that or non-linear differential equations, which is an
argument in favour of using the latter where one wishes to introduce nonlinearity.
2This is because it must have some complex characteristic roots, which can
occur only in ~ a i n :see note 1 on D. 8.

..

cases presented).
'Indeed, a polynomial equation of higher than 4th degree cannot he solved by
algebraicmethods at all; numericalsolutionscan beobtained when thecoefficients
are numerically gtven, however.
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numerical approximation methods without obtaining the final
equations or the reduced form explicitly.'
IV. TESTING ECONOMETRIC MODELS~

The work is only half done when an econometric model has
been constructed and its parameters have been estimated. Such
a model is meant to correspond to certain elements of the real
world and the next task is to see how well it does so. The
parameters are estimated by a process of fitting to a certain set
of data, the sample data. The question then arises whether the
model (with its numerical parameters) corresponds to other data
also. This question arises for at least two reasons. First, as
seekers after truth and understanding, economists wish to
establish models which describe as large a part of economic
experience as possible. Second, as decision-makers or advisers of
decision-makers, economists wish to be able to forecast
economic events in at least the near-term future, and to forecast
the consequences of alternative decisions.
There is a difficulty in judging a model on the basis of how
well it describes new data, because one is never quite sure that
the structure3 underlying the new data is the same as the
structure underlying the sample data. For example, if one finds
that a model based on U.S. interwar data does not describe
U.S. postwar data very well, one is faced with the choice between these two conclusions: (a) The structure in the postwar
period is the same as in the interwar period but the model is
wrong, having been lucky enough to get by in the interwar
period but having been shown up in the postwar period. Or (b)
The structure in the postwar period is different from that in the
interwar period, and the model is correct for the interwar
period, but it cannot be expected to describe the data under the
new changed structure. It is impossible to tell rigorously which
conclusion is correct. One can only try, on the one hand, to
devise a model which describes both sets of data well, or, on
the other hand, to devise a separate model for each and then
find other evidence that would lead one to expect a change of
for example Klein and Goldberger (1955), pp.
.
.'See
.
112-14.

37-40, 72, 75, 78-85,

The discussion in this sectionis conductedio tenfls of Tinbergektypemodels
but the basic point of view applies to all econometric models.
*See Marschak (1947 and 1953); Koopmans (1949).
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structure of a type that would explain the difference between the
interwar and postwar models. Conceivably both of these efforts
might succeed; then one would have two particular models,
one interwar and one postwar, each a special case of a single
more general model. This of course would be the ideal outcome.
If it occurred say in 1955, then after another few years the
whole question would arise again, this time concerning pre1955 and post-1955 data.
Tests can be based on the errors made by structural equations,
or the errors made by reduced form equations. In the former
case, one h d s which structural equations describe reality
well and which do not, but one does not learn much about the
ability of the whole model to forecast the endogenous variables
when predetermined variables are estimated or known. In the
case of the reduced form equations errors, the situation is just
the reverse. Thus for assessing the forecasting ability of the
model as a whole, the errors of the reduced form equations are
most relevant, and for judging individual structural equations,
the errors of structural equations are most relevant.
There are at least two general sorts of question one can ask
about an equation's errors in describing extra-sample data. One
is: are these extra-sample errors so large in comparison with the
errors (i.e. residuals) within the sample that the equation does
not describe the extra-sample data as well as the sample data?
If so, either the equation must be rejected or one must conclude
that the structures underlying the two sets of data are different.
Even if an equation is not rejected by this test, however, the only
thing one can thereby claim for it is that it describes the extrasample data as well as the sample data; and it may describe
the sample data well or badly in terms of the answer to the
second type of question to which we now turn. The second type
of question is: are these extra-sample errors so large as to render
the model useless as a practical forecasting device? If so, then
obviously the model is not a practical forecaster. Both questions
are important in testing a model.
V. A COMPARATIVE SURVEY OF NINE TINBERGEN-TYPE MODELS

The nine Tinbergen-type models of the U.S. economy which
I wish to survey briefly in this section are those of
Tinbergen (1939)
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Clark (1949)
Klein (1950), Models I and 111
Christ (195 1)
Barger and Klein (1954)
Klein and Goldberger (1955), Models 1 and 2
Valavanis-Vail (1955).
Of these nine models, three are linear and six are not. All are
dynamic, using difference equations. Six use years as their
periods, two use quarters, and one uses decades. Five are confined to the interwar period, three include some postwar years
besides, and one covers the span from 1869 to 1948. Three
have as few as six equations (including definitions), one has
forty-eight, and the rest have from fourteen to twenty. And
so on. To make this welter of detail easier to apprehend, I
have set out what I consider to be the major features of these nine
models, apart from their performance in extrapolation to postsample data, in Table I. The extrapolation performances of
the four large models that to my knowledge have been extrapolated are summarized in Table IL1 These two tables are the
heart of this section, and they should be read, for their contents
are not repeated in the text. Indeed, it was to make comparison
easy that I chose to put the material in tabular form instead of
in a running text.
The next few paragraphs comment briefly on certain of the
features described in Table I.
Lagged consumption has found a good deal of favour as a
variable in the consumption function, appearing in the five most
recent models along with one or more income or output
variables. These consumption functions seem in reasonably
close accord with those used in theoretical Keynesian m ~ d e l s . ~
There is less accord concerning investment functions. Some
are gross and some are net. Some models divide investment into
several components and some do not. Some of the econometric
models and most of the theoretical models include sales or
output as a variable, and some econometric models use property
'These are Klein's Model 111, my model, Valavanis-Vail's model, and Klein
and Goldberger's Model I.
'For, a different but valuable approach to the consumption function, see
Modigl~aniand Brumberg (1954) and Brumberg (1955). The latter estimates a
consumption function from data including the war years. For another approach,
similar to Modigliani's and Brumberg's, see Milton Friedman's forthcoming
book.
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income or profit or the profit rate on capital instead. Most
include the capital stock. As Table I1 p. 17 indicates, investment
equations are among the least satisfactory in terms of accuracy.
Government expenditures and tax receipts are among the
exogenous variables in nearly every model. It is surprising to
find government expenditure lumped with investment, and
taxes apparently ignored, in Valavanis-Vail's model. The
quantity of money, which he includes, can be expected to help
fill the gap caused by the absence of government expenditures
and taxes, however.
Most of the recent models contain an eqnation representing
the business sector's demand for labour, and explaining the
total real wage-bill. This equation or something like it is necessary in a model that makes separate mention of labour income
and property income, as when investment is regarded as a
function of property income. Most also contain a wageadjustment equation, meant to describe the response of the
labour market to the degree of unemployment and possible t o
changes in the price level. The use of this equation together with
the wage-bill equation introduces nonlinearities into the system,
for they require the presence of a nonlinear identity to the effect
that the real wage bill is equal to the real wage rate times the
input of labour. With that, the quantity of labour input is
introduced, and this makes it natural to include a production
function, which is done in all the larger models after Klein's
Model 111. The price level enters as an explicit variable unless
the wage adjustment equation is stated in terms of real wages,
which is less realistic than in terms of money wages.
Tinbergen's model has a large number of equations for the
financial sector. The recent large models contain one or more
money-marlcet equations, but in most of these cases it happens
that they can be dropped without affecting the completeness of
the system because they explain variables that do not appear
anywhere else in the system in unlagged f0rm.l
Tinbergen's model is the only one of the nine that includes
money values, real values, and price levels for several of the
important flows such as consumption, investment, output, etc.
With the exception of Clark's model which includes peak
previous GNP as a determinant of consumption, the dynamic
For the purpose of finding the 5 a l equations, it is rrot legitimate to drop such
equations, for to do so reduces incorrectly the order of the final equation obtained.

TABLE I

Sample
Period
and
Time
Units

Model

Linear
in
Variables'.,

Number o i
'g .z'g 8

.s"

Variables in the
Consumption
Equation
(Consumption is in
real terms with
one exception)6a

53.2
- :s
3

% u
2 z0 w
n

w
Nonb

48

42

6

Variables in the Main
Investment E q ~ a t i o n ' ~
(Investment is in
real terms)

Wagesi-sal?TieSea
Nonlabour mcomc
Capital gains
Price levels
Time

Other Importanl
Economic Features'@"

3
Housing construction
Inventory

Corporate profit
Share yields
Price levels
Also lagged values of all
the above
(0)

I

Wagesi-salaries
Nonlabour incomc

1922-411"
years

Klein (1950)
Model I11

No

15

12

3

Disposable income
Time

1

192241'"
1946-47

1/ 11 1I

------ . - --l i t r g c r ~ n d 192340
Ycs
6 3 3
I<lrm (1954)
quarters

Klein and
Goldberger
(1954)
Model 1

1929-41,
1946-50
years

Klein and
Goldberger
(1955)
Model 2

192941
1946-52

ValavanisVnil (1955)

1869-78
to
1939-48
overlapping
decades

No

No

No

19

20

18

14

15

11

5

5

7

II

I

4
Con~tructionof l!ous~ng ior
( 0 ) onncr-oceunlcrs
(bj Tenancy
Inventory

4
Disposable income
Busmess sales (current
Deflated quantity of
Construction of housins.for
and lamed)
money
(a) owner-occupiers
(Lagged consump(b) Tenancy
tion later found
Inventory
hel~ful)
-- .Dlspordblc incomc'b Nonlabour income
1
Lagged conr~~mptlon (current and lagged)
C a ~ i t astock
l
(N)
~

NNP
Lagged consumptiotl
(Equation on a per
capita basis)

I

Government expenditure
Taxesi-corporate saving

I

I

Explains real and money
variables and prices
Has a detailed financial sector

Wage-bill equation

!
1

Business sales (current
and lagged)
Capital stock
(N)

Separate disposable
incomes of
(a) labour
(b) farm uro~rietors
(c) all othen
Lagged consun~ption
Consumen' cash
balances
Population

Agricultural supply
Exports and imports
Building costs
Required bank reserves
Various financial items *b

I

Nonlabour income
(current and laggcd)
Capital stock

A

Christ (1951)

Comparison of Nine Tinberg-Type Models

-I

I
I

Go\ernmcnt expenditure
Taxes . corporate Y i u n g
Exist taxes
Capital goods prices
Excess reserves
Government expenditure
Taxes-tcor~oratesaving
Excise tax&
Capital goods prices
Quantity of Money

I

I
I

I

Wagc-bill cquation
Housing market equaliuns
Outnut adiuslmmt cuultrion
Expiains Senera1 prices, rent,
and mterest rate
Housing market equations
Producfion function
Explains general prices, rent,
wage rate, and interest rate

- - ~

Lagged disposable
nonlabour income
Capital stock
Business cash balances
(G)

Indirect {axes
Population and labour
force components
Excess reserves
Weekly working liours
Import prices
I
(includes governnicnt
expenditure)

I Ouantitv of money

Wee'eeWy~workin&ours
Labour force
Death rate

II

:

Wage-bill equation

Wage-bill equation

Government expenditure
Taxes+corporate saving

I

~

\Vage-b~llcquiltlun
Production function
\Varc adiustmcnt eauattun
~e&eci$ion esuatibn
Coiporate savirjg equation
1rnpix-i equation
Farm income cqu~tion
Exolains cr.nvr;jl nriczc. N:IXC
rite, anciinteresi rat&

I

I

I
I
I
.

I

I Production function

Wage adjustment equation
Depreciation equation
Resource allocation eouations

I

Explams general pri& wage
rate, and interest rate

-.--

1

I

l4
c Devices in
te Model

Reduced Form Equations

Final Equations

I

NOTES TO TABLE I

pa
:-

polations
ktimalion to PostAethodsMr Sample
~ a t a
--- ...-

4 yean

investment and
profits

Linear, after some simplificatior
of the model'?"

Final eauation for coroorate

(The number before each letter indicates the
column concerned)
la Beginning with 1921 instead of 1922 in a few
equations.
All are Linear in unknown parameters.
'6 Lioedr cxccpr for thc usc oiabsoluw m:~b.nitudes.
(Even equations of lhc fonn P Q L V arc linenrIzed).
Tinbergen's consumption equation is in money

".

terms

Lineal

Final equations contain lags up
to 40 years because of
cumulated variables in thc
housing equation

ear
investment

Linear

Final equation for NNP is a 3n
order linear difference
equation, generating mildly
damped cycles b p . 76-7)

nd 2 ycars
investment

Reduced fonn equation for
disposable income is of 3rd
degree; similarly for price
level; not worked out (see
Christ (1950), p. 125)

Not worked out

nd 2 yean
investment

Reduced form equation for
disposable income is of 5th
dcgrec; same for price level
(p. 125); not givcn

No1 worked out

12 quarters
investment

Linear

Not worked out

R and L1

I

Not worked out

~ n d2 years

investment and
saving

Redxed form equation for pric
level is of 3rd degree after
droaoing 4 money-markel
equitiois (p. 38): not given;
tax functions raise degree to
6th (p. 40); partly given

Not worked out

Reduced form equation for
GNP is of 9th degrec (p. 215);
not given

Not worked out

---

I

yes

Also gikcs ;I consumplion function depending on
Inbour income and nonlnbour incomc.
The lctrer 'S' or 'G' indicalis whurher thc intestrnent function is net or gross of deoreciation.
In every case except Tinbergen's,-government
expenditure and net exports (or total exports if
there is an imoort eauation) are essentiallv a
single variable:-hence Gxportiare not menti%ed
in the list except for Tinbergen's model.
Consisting of the gold stock, the Federal Reserve's holdines of securities., Federal Reserve
creditto ban&, individuals' holdings of bonds
and of shares, and the amounts issued of private
bonds, government bonds, and short-term
governmcnt dcbt.
Unless othenvise specified, the model is entirely
in terms of deflated values.
There are 3 and 5 year logs in unc inrcrcsr-r;~rc
cqut~tion\\111cIiiur sumc purpose; is not esscnrinl.
. Thes-. s~ntol~lici~r~ons
Inval\e -mainlv
- --<~ ~ thc
-~~~
'linearizing of -the model by-neglecting the
absolute-value character of certain otherwise
linear variables.
LS means least squares method.
LI means limited informa,tion method.
FID means full informabon method. assuminc
that the malri. of cobarinnces of dis<urbnnces
diagonal, i.c. ~ h n tllc
t distt~rbrncesin each cqua-[,on arc ~~ncorrelatcd
uirh those in other oqun
rlons.
R nte;tns recursive form mctl~u,l.
Ex-post iorccnsrs idr 1951--52arc gi\en, logclhcr
with ncrunl values of rhc varlsble~.
hut
...
,.
.
.errors
.
.....arc
-.
.
not calculated and tests are not made. Forecasts
for 1953 nrc also givcn, b.lsed on information
:ivail;tbl~in February 1953, but the actual valucs
ior 1953 .ire nor givcn and 110[CSIS ;irs made tv~llt
them. I,inc-lnol~lhs' figurer fur 1953 I N glvcn on

gi;en-for n number of variables on p. ix
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character of all the models is due to the presencevof lags and
cumulants. In the nonlinear models the reduced forms and
final equations are nonlinear too, and though their general
character is sometimes indicated they are not spelled out1
The least squares and limited information estimation methods
were both used in most of the recent models. It is interesting to
compare estimates made by the two methods, for while the
superiority of limited information estimates to least squares
estimates has been proved (under certain assumptions)Vor
sample sizes approaching in fin it^,^ not very much is known
about their relative biases for small sample sizes&.It is regrettable
that Klein and Goldberger do not give least squares estimates of
their equations so that they may be compared with the limited
information estimate^.^
We are now ready to look at Table 11, which summarizes the
results of extrapolating the following four models to one or two
periods of post-sample data:
Klein (1950), Model I11
Christ (1951)
Klein and Goldberger (1955), Model I
Valavanis-Vail (1955)
The measures of extrapolation error there recorded are of two
kinds, corresponding to the two types of questions mentioned at
the end of Section IV above. The one labelled '% error' is the
ratio of the extrapolation error to the actual value, and indicates
something about the general level of accuracy attained by the
model in question. A low ' % error' is clearly to be desired. The
one labelled 'error/S' (or 'error/M') is the ratio of the extrapolation error to the root mean square (or median) error made
See note 4 on p. 10.
'Principally, that the model as specilied is correct, that its random disturb*?
are statistically mdependent of the variables classed as exogenous, and (if it
contains lags) that its disturbances are serially uncorrelated. (See Koopmans and
Hood (1953), pp. 117-22.
T o r a good summary see Koopmans and Hood (1953), pp. 132-33,14&47.
Wagner (1954) reports a n interesting experiment on this point. He set up an
income-investment model with known parameters, then generated 100 samples of
size 20 withit, and then estimated themarginal propensity to consume from each
sample by least squares and by limited information. The root mean square error
of the 100 least squares estimates is slightly smaller than that of the 100 limited
information estimates, but the difference appears only in the third or fourth
significant figure and is too small to mean anything.
Fox (1956) in reviewing IClein and Goldberger, gives his own calculations of
least squares &timates of their equations; they differ little from their limited
information estimates.
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during the sample, and indicates something about whether the
model describes the post-sample data as well as the sample data.
A low 'error/s' (or 'error/M') is clearly desirable; when the
value is below 1 or not many times greater than 1, the hypothesis
that the equation in question describes the post-sample data as
well as the sample data cannot be rejected.l
The first three models in Table I1 are extrapolated by means of
structural equations, so their errors refer to the performance of
individual structural equations.=The Klein-Goldberger Model I
is extrapolated by means of reduced form equations, so its errors
refer to the forecasts that would have been made if the predetermined variables had been correctly known. It would have
been helpful if the authors of all the models had presented errors
of both the structural and the reduced form equations.
In comparing the four models it should be remembered that
the Klein Model I11 was extrapolated to 1946 and 1947, five
and six years - and very eventful years too -beyond the close of
its sample period, while the others were extrapolated into less
eventful times. Further, the Christ model and the KleinGoldberger Model I were extrapolated only one and two years
beyond their sample periods, respectively. This means that
Table I1 as it stands is somewhat biased against the IClein Model
111and in favour of the three others.
Since depreciation is easy to forecast fairly closely, being a
sluggish variable, the absolute errors in extrapolating net and
gross investment will usually be nearly the same. And since
gross investment is much larger than net, the percentage error
for extrapolating gross investment will usually be smaller than
for net. The Klein-Goldberger data for gross investment and
depreciation in 1951-52 indicates that their Model I's percentage
errors in forecasting net investment for those years were about
52 per cent and 9 per cent, in contrast to the errors of 28percent
and 18 per cent as given in Table I1 for gross in~estment.~
A
similar comment would apply to Valavanis-Vail's error of
3 An appropriate significance test would ask whether the extrapolation error
was lamer or smaller in absolute value than a critical amount k. k beinn t o the
produciof 3 criric31 \,slue of Student's sratistic t timcs the estintated sianddrd
deviation of th~.extr3polntion error: lliis estimnted sr3ndnrd deviation is somrwhat greater than S (see, for exnmple, Mood (IYSIJ), pp. 297-99) so tlie critical
amount k is t\oicnllv about ?S or 3S or more.
See note f i o ~ & l e11.
See Klein and Goldberger (1955). p. 81. The percentage error for net is less
than for gross in 1952 because of an offsetting error for depreciation.

TABLE I1
Summary of Extrapolations of Four Models
I

I

1
Model and
Estimation
Method

I

2

I

3

Extrapolation
Measure
Method
Period of Error

4
Consumption

5
Total
Invertment
(Nct or
Gross)

---Klein(1950)
Structural
Model Ill, L1 equations

1946 %error
error/S

I;%

1947 %error

17%

Net
72%

----

93%

error/S
--10Christ(1951),
LI*

Structural

Klein and
Goldberser
(1955)
Model I, L I

Reduced
form equations

equations

Valavanis-Vail Structural
(195% LI
equations

1948 %error
error/S

8 y

Net
4%

---1951 %error
1952 %error < 13 y2

6
Investment
Components1
PD

Iy

1%

0.3

Hr

100% 630% 81% 42%
5
3.5
6
1.9
68% 40% 2 % 13%
1.3
1.4 0.1 0.8

-

---1944- %error
53 error/M

Ho

430% 18% 23% 67%
12
1.3 1.4 2.3

Gross
28%
18%
Gross'
63%
6

7

8

9

10

11
Error
Wage Wagc Private
Real
Range of
Bill Rate Employ- Output
Other
ment Variables Varrables

----

- - NPPl"
64%
- 23
---14%
43%
15
15
8%
7

---2%
1.4

8 3

2%
0.6

NPPLD
9%
2.3

%

12
Error
Range of
All
Variables

%

<I to 29

<I to 430

<I to21

<I to 630

gEI

P
1 to 2

1 to 68

---4%
<I%

2 3
3/.

%

GNP

-

-

'Ti
0

<I to 175 <I to 175
1 to61 <l to 61

3
"

+I

----

n
>

GNP

9%
1.1

8%
1.2

3%

0.3

I to26

1 to63

(TLIE number indicator lhc Eolvmn concerned)
For tho ioxstment and wag=-bill eqvrtions i n this model the I i i t c d information ertimatcr \"ere clearly intcrlor to thc least squarer orrimator, so the latter were used for
Illore two equations i n makios the extranalatians reported here.
1 Extrapolation of *lruclnrol (or reducedlornt) equations mcanr ~alculrtingtho error of each structural (or reduced form) equation i n the postsample wried. See text. In the
case of s I ~ u cequations,
I Y ~ ~ Ithe enor of each is tabulated undci the variable that that cquotion ir morn1 to explain, c.g. flu; caluumpfian equrtion's morn arc tabulated
wdor wnsumotion ctc.
S ' ? . crror' incrzl, !he c x l n ~ n l 3 l i q n
crror 2% n per cent of 11.c rclual %aluc;'crror S. (or 'error h1') mc.lnr ihv ratio or the exvapolaf~onrnor !u rhc root mean srlurrc (or
medim1 enor dunns lllc a l r n ~ l cpenqJ.
61n l h i r moJcl. ~ h c
~nve.tmcn~
v ~ r a b l erncludcr sorcrnmcn! crpendrturs
W1'U-produrc~'dunb1enlm! and cq~iprncntin~cslmrnt ly-mvcnlury in,crtrnmr. Ho--ouncr-occupicd hauling ime>~rnml.
Hr=rcnlal hourmg inberlment.
10 NI'Pir ncr prrrllc product lesi llourlng r c n : u r , i c . GNP Icr,b.J%crnnlenr unscr and rzilrr.c> nnJ lei, p l i d and irnpuleJ rcnu.
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63 per cent for gross investment, were data available. Thus it
appears that there has not been very much progress with the
investment function since the Klein Model 111. I,
The Klein-Goldberger Model I does its job much better than
the others do theirs, coming within 5 per cent of the mark in
both 1951 and 1952 for the following variables: real; GNP;
real national income (not shown separately in Table IT), real
consumption; employment; the real wage-bill; and the wage
rate. It has fairly bad errors for investment and corporate
saving, as might be expected. from examining the sampleperiod fits of the corresponding structural equations.
Because the Klein-Goldberger Model I is the most recent of
those that have been extrapolated, and in my opinion the best,
it may be interesting to record the results of a few simple
calculations designed to illuminate further the character of its
extrapolation performance. The following table summarizes the
cases in which its extrapolations show the right direction of
change from the preceding year's situation?
The model's extrapolations may be compared with those
Real Con- In- Real Wage Price EmOther
All
GNP sump- vest- wage rate level ploy- variables
variables
tion ment bill
ment
-- ----No Yes Yes Yes Yes 4 out of 7 91 out of 14
1951 . Yes
Year

1952

.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes Yes

3 out of 7 I0 out of 14

'This is borne out by a direct comparison of the residuals of the investment
equationin the Klein Model 111(Klein (1950), p. 111, columns headed u', u',, u',,
and u'.) with the residuals of the investment equations in theKlein-Goldberger
models (Klein and Goldberger (1955) pp. 156 and 158, columns 2 and 29. The
latter are, if anything, larger. (The small rise in the price level from 1934, the base
of the data in the former, to 1939, the base of the data in the latter, is not enough
to invalidate the broad result of this rough direct comparison.) Both of the KleinGoldberger investment equations miss the drop in investment in 1949 followed by
the rise in 1950.
No special merit attaches to the investment equations in my model for their
good collective performance in 1948, for they are the same as those in the Klein
Model 111, refitted to a sample period including the two post-war years of 1946
and 1947. CThe latter is also true of my wage-hill equation, but not of the others
tabulated.) See also npte (*) to Table 11.
Corporate saving 1s the variable for which the largest errors of 175 per cent
and 61 per cent are recorded in Table 11. See Klein and Goldberger (1955),
pp. 55-6 (graphs of residuals), 156 (tables of residuals), 81 (extrapolations).
'Figures calculated from Table 11, p. 81. Only fourteen structural equations
were used in making extrapolations, the money market equations being dropped,
so there are fourteen extrapolations. In each case the correct values of the predetermined variables have been used in extrapolating. No comparison is possible
for consumption in 1951 because no change was forecast.
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made by a naive model that simply assumes no change from the
previous year. The following table summarizes the cases in
which the model's extrapolations are better than those of this
naive model :l
Real Con- In- Real Wage Price EmYear GNP sump- vest- wage rate level ploytion ment bill
ment

---.

Yes

Other
variables

All
variables

----

Tie

No

Yes Yes Yes Yes 3 out of 7 81- out of 14

1952 . Yes No

No

Yes Yes

1951

No

No

1 out of 7

4 out of 14

The forecasting procedure advocated by Klein and Goldberger2 is to solve the estimated structural equations for the
endogenous variables (using given values of the predetermined
variables), ufer either ?nuking or not making a change in the
estimated constant term of each structural equation according
to the following rule: (a) if the structural equation's errors in
the preceding few years3 are all in the same direction andif there
is independent information leading them to expect enors in that
direction to continue, then they add to the constant term of that
structural equation the error made by that equation in the
preceding year; (6) if the structural equation's errors in the
preceding few years are not all in the same direction, or if the
errors are in the same direction but there is no independent
information leading them to expect errors in that direction to
continue, then they do not alter the constant term of that
structural equation. Unfortunately they do not give the extrapolated values of the endogenous variables for 1951 and 1952
that would be obtained if their procedure were used, and it is
impossible for the reader to calculate them because he does not
know what Klein and Goldberger would have been led to
believe by independent information. However, it would be
possible to calculate a set of extrapolations as good as or better
than their procedure would yield, by giving them the benefit of
doubt as follows: whenever an equation has had errors in the
same direction in the preceding three years4so that the question
See the preceding footnote.
a Pp. 7!-78.
They say 'four or five years' on p. 77, but requlre only three years in their
forecasts described on pp. 86-87.
1.e. 194849-50 in the case of extrapolations for 1951, and 1949-50-51 in the
s
case of extrapolations for 1952. The structural equations that meet t h ~ condition
are those for corporate profits (1951 and 1952), depreciation (1951 and 1952), and
farm Income (1952). See p. 86.
C
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arises whether to adjust the constant term or not, assume that
IClein and Goldberger would have adjusted it in all cases where
this would have improved the extrapolations expost, and assume
that they would not have adjusted it when the adjustment would
not have improved the extrapolations ex post. Such a set of
extrapolations could then he compared with those of the naive
model used above, with the proviso that the comparison would
be somewhat biased in favour of the Klein-Goldberger procedure. The computations would be quite laborious, however,
for they involve solving the nonlinear structural equations
twice, once for 1951 and once for 1952.l
Instead of thus testing the Klein-Goldberger forecasting
procedure itself, I shall test, in the same way, a linear approximation to it which they present.= This approximation consists
essentially in applying their adjustment procedure to the reduced
form equations instead of to the structural equations, and its
forecasts can be very quicldy computed as follows: the error
made by the reduced form in calculating the value of an endogenous variable x in year t-1 is added to the reduced form's
extrapolated value of x for year t, if both the following requirements are met: (1) the corresponding errors in periods t-3,
t-2, and t-1 are all in ihe same direction; and (2) the extrapolation would be improved by so doing; no such adjustment
is made otherwise. The following table shows where this approximation to the Klein-Goldberger forecasting procedure, with
the benefit of doubt given to it3 and with the correct values of
This would be less laborious for Klein and Goldbercer than for others, for
they hnvc s o l ~ c dthcie ,)atems se\eral tinies already-and presumably llave
sp:clalired capital ;~\ail:!ble in the form of already-set-up m.~chinccompulnlion
programmes which would m;lke the uust to them I L ~ Sthxn to others.

-"

.yp.

7<, " 3

'7-"1.

In deciding whether t o add the ~ r e v i o u year's
s
reduced form error or not, one
presum:~bly should luok 31 the slgns o i the rcdtccd f u r ~ ~errors
r
o i the thrcc
preceding ysdrs. Thuw
no1 presented by Klein and Goldbtrgcr, but can bc
calculated c:ls~lvfor 1950-51-52 from firurer riv;n on D. 81. and in c \ e w cast
excevt one (corborate savina in 1950) thesign gf each sthctuial equation's error
in ~.ichof tl~cscy c l n is the-s~mu3 that o i t h r same )car's error ~n the reduced
furm cyuntion contnining the ~ a r i a b l r'rxpl3inetl' by the structt~ralequation
(c.c. cunwmntion for thc
consumotian uuutian.
~~-~
~,urc.): cumnarc DD. 81 snd 86.
~ & c Ie have used the signs of the'&esdonding srrucrrtral c'quatc<ns' errors for
1948 and 1949 t o determine whether there was a run of three errors of the same
sign o r not.
In the case of four of the variables @on-labour non-farm income, employment,
national income. and the rice level) there is no conesnondina structural equation
~~~

~~~~

~,.
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the predetermined variables used, extrapolates better than the
naive model used above?
Year

Real Con- In- Real Wage Price EmOther
GNP sump- vest- wage rate level ploy- variables
tion ment bill
ment

All
variables

-------1951

1952

.
.

Yes

Tie

No

Yes Yes

Yes Yes

5 out of 7 10a out of 14

Yes

No

No

Yes Yes

No

2 out of 7

No

5 outof 14

In summary, it may be noted that there are just three variables
whose forecasts for both 1951 and 1952 by the Klein-Goldberger
Model 1 meet all the requirements discussed above, namely:
(1) that the forecasts be in error by less than 5 per cent; (2) that
they show the right direction of change from the preceding year;
and (3) that they be better than the no-change naive model
forecasts. These three variables are real GNP, the real wage bill,
and the wage rate.= In either 1951 or 1952 or both, every other
variable's forecasts fail to meet one or more of the requirements.
Against the Klein-Goldberger Model 1, and hence against each
of the others reviewed here, one may say that so far it does well
for only a very small proportion of the variables it deals with.
For the Klein-Goldberger Model 1, one may say that so far it
does well for one of the most important single variables, namely
real GNP. The reader may make his own appraisal.
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